On Medieval Storytelling. The Story of Melchizedek in Certain Slavonic Texts (Palaea Historica and the Apocryphal Cycle of Abraham)

In medieval Slavonic literature thematically related to the Book of Genesis, Melchizedek occupies a particularly important place, having been an object of interest for many commentators for the past one hundred and fifty years. It is at least partly due to the fact that while interest in Melchizedek in the traditional patristic corpus is rather one-sided, in the Christian Oriental traditions and Byzantine literature there are entirely new concepts, mostly of a legendary nature, incorporating the venerable king-priest in the history of salvation, told in simple language, using popular didactic motifs and figures. Oleg Tvorogov emphasises that it was the limited number of biblical sources concerning Melchizedek that became the incentive for the emergence of legends about that figure, as early as the Byzantine era.

The most important catalogues classifying early Christian literary heritage devoted to the figure of Melchizedek include: Clavis Apocryphorum Veteris Testamenti, where the entry De Sacerdotio Methusalem, Nir et Melchisedek contains a reference to the Slavonic Book of Enoch, and Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, the third volume of which (under the entry for Melchisedech rex Salem) lists four variants of the story of the king-priest, including the one by Athanasius of Alexandria and the ‘Commentarius’ in the context of Palaea Historica. Bibliographies with almost two hundred entries – including studies on the figure of Melchizedek in the canonical texts (such as writings and commentaries of the Church Fathers) and non-canon sources representing different languages and cultures, as well as an index of studies and commentaries devoted to him – can be found, for example, in

---

1 R. Zarzeczný, Melchizedek w literaturze wczesnochrześcijańskiej i gnostyckiej, Katowice 2009 [= SAC, 9], p. 25.
the monographs by Rafał Zarzeczny and Igor Tantlevskij, thus proving the singular importance of the king of Salem for theology, dogmatics and art of the early centuries of Christianity. Christfried Böttrich wrote a study based on the genealogical and chronological criterion that is crucial to the history of representations of Melchizedek in the Slavonic tradition. It is an overview of various types of the story of Melchizedek taking into account the historical and commented Palaea, the prologue and the Menaion, homiletic works, chronographs, codices (sborniki), as well as the interpretation of the figure in apocalyptic and ascetic works.

The stories of Melchizedek from Slavonic historical texts representing various genres, typically collectively referred to as “apocrypha”, were published as early as in the late nineteenth century by Alexander Pypin, Nikolaj Tikhonravov, Ivan Porphiriev, Ivan Franko, and even those pioneering publishers already suggested a classification. And so Porphiriev distinguished essentially three types of texts: those containing a description of the genealogy of Melchizedek, those emphasizing his unusual origins (as he supposedly did not know his parents), and the *Sermon* by Athanasius of Alexandria, used as a reading on the liturgical feast of Melchizedek on 22 May. Alexander Jacimirskij’s catalogue, to a greater extent based on the genealogical characteristics of texts than Porphiriev’s commentary, notes: firstly,

---

8 The list overlooks historical texts such as various types of palaeas or chronicles, edited as a whole, an element of which is the story of Melchizedek. Cf. three texts in: А.Н. Пыпин, *Ложные и отреченные книги русской старины [Памятники старинной русской литературы, издаваемые Графом Григорием Кушелевым-Безбородко]*, vol. III, Санкт-Петербург 1862, p. 20–23.
12 И.Я. Порфирьев, *op. cit.*, p. 53.
13 А.І. Яцимирский, Мельхиседек, [in:] *Библиографический обзор апокрифов в южнославянской и русской письменности (спики памятников)*, т. I, Апокрифы ветхозаветное, Петроград 1921, p. 100–111. Commentary to the part on Melchizedek: In индексах не упоминаемый, статьи о Мельхиседеке частью связаны в рукописях с историей Авраама, частью самостоятельные в них, как памятники, но в пособие ‘апокрифических’ статей по ветхозаветной истории в известного рода южнославянских сборниках (типа Тиквешского) всегда занимают определенное место. На русской почве оне были вытеснены Словом, приписываемым Афанасию, и проложной статьей, *ibidem*, p. 100.
On Melchizedek, close to the cycle of stories about the Old Testament heroes in South Slavonic copies from which they are derived\textsuperscript{14}; secondly, the text of the Prologue on the liturgical feast of 22 May\textsuperscript{15}; thirdly, \textit{Sermon of Athanasius of Alexandria} (read on that day); fourthly, a collection of works comprised of 14 units “whose origin and literary history has not been explained”, contaminating themes present in the above-mentioned text\textsuperscript{16}, and fifthly,\textit{ unidentified/unspecified texts}\textsuperscript{17}.

In recent years, variants of the story of Melchizedek in manuscripts of Serbian origin have been discussed by Tomislav Jovanović in his edition of a fragment of the first translation of the Palaea from the so-called Gorica Codex\textsuperscript{18}, while Alexandra Mashtakova published the text from the Chronograph\textsuperscript{19}.

* * *

Rafał Zarzeczny, an expert on Melchizedek in the early Christian apocrypha, notes that Melchizedek \textit{disappears from the Bible pages just as suddenly as he first appeared, as in verses 21 and 22 [the biblical – MS] hagiographer returns to the previously mentioned Abraham’s encounter with the king of Sodom, and their dialogue refers only to the return of the royal assets recovered by the patriarch during a war expedition}\textsuperscript{20}.

Extract of Gen 14,17–20 is the first and only Biblical account directly relating to Melchizedek. Almost all the remaining references to this figure in the Old and New Testament present Melchizedek as a model priest (Ps 110,4, Heb 5,6–10, Heb 6,20), and a more detailed information can be found in the Letter to the Hebrews (Heb 7,1–17).

The limited volume of biblical material concerning Melchizedek is easily confronted with his story recorded in \textit{Palaea Historica} – a singular summary of the first books of the Old Testament, which has never been on any indices of restricted or prohibited books, but described by scholars of medieval Slavonic literature as

\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Ibidem}, p. 100.
\textsuperscript{16} \textit{А.И. Яцимирский, op. cit.}, p. 109.
\textsuperscript{17} \textit{А.И. Яцимирский, op. cit.}, p. 110–111.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{R. Zarzeczny, op. cit.}, p. 13.
containing elements of non-canonical and apocryphal nature. The vast majority of the story (i.e. the history of Melchizedek in the Palaea) has a biblical origin. R. Zarzeczny refers, inter alia, to a text published in 1893 by A. Vassiliev, registered in the BHG catalogue under reference number 2269, called The Legend of Melchizedek and described as “a longer Greek version”, in fact a fragment of Palaea Historica (although in other texts, such as the Prologue for 22 May or Sermon of Athanasius and the Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius, the story is more varied). Moreover, the pages of Vassiliev’s edition cited by Zarzeczny based in the BHG include – in addition to the chapter (headlines) Περὶ τοῦ Μελχισεδέκ (Concerning Melchizedek) – also narratives Περὶ τοῦ Χριστοῦ (Concerning Christ), Περὶ τοῦ Ἀβιμέλεχ (Concerning Abimelech), Περὶ τοῦ Ἰσμαήλ (Concerning Ishmael) and Περὶ τῆς αἰχμαλωσίας Λώτ (Concerning the Captivity of Lot), in which Melchizedek is a secondary character.

Cited here are excerpts from two Slavonic translations of the Palaea: the first one, in Andrei Popov’s edition (hereinafter Palaea I), the second, based on the manuscript ref. 42 from the Library of the Museum of the Serbian Orthodox Church in Belgrade, ff. 56–112 (the so-called Krušedol Palaea, hereinafter Palaea II). They will be compared to the so-called apocryphal cycle of Abraham (available in two versions), where Melchizedek is one of the most important figures. The source of the first edition of the cycle is the fifteenth-century manuscript from the Monastery of St. Paul on Mount Athos edited by Petr Lavrov (hereinafter: cycle I); the source of the second one is the so-called Codex of Tikveš from the fifteenth-century edited by Načo Načov (hereinafter: cycle II). The cycle (translated for the first time ca. 10th or 11th century) and Palaea Historica are the oldest (extra-biblical) Slavonic historical texts containing the story of Melchizedek, present in literature for several hundred years – in miscellanea, chronicles and collections of stories.


24 Apocryphal cycle of Abraham in the so-called version I: Сказания об Абрааме [Глово праоцимог абрааму; Глово га лихиседеа; Отстраненију абрааму. Глово снач трофи; Глово како сарва сачи абрааму; за ид; О свети абраамову. како прииде а хаљ лихисань к абрааму]; in: П.А. ЛАВРОВ, Апокрифические тексты, СОРЯС 67, 1899, p. 70–81.

25 Apocryphal cycle of Abraham in the so-called version II: Гловоѡ в абрааму и в абрау; Глово како снача сарва абрааму лука коро; Гловоѡ в сточ трофи; в ид; Гловоѡ в свети и в жит абрааму, in: Н.А. НАЧОВ, Твиквишки ръкопис, СНУНК 8, 1892, p. 406–413.

about the history of the world from its origins to the Middle Ages. In addition, the apocryphal nature of the cycle is uncontested\(^{26}\), and the use of non-canon elements in *Palaea Historica* has been the subject of discussion (especially in the works by Emile Turdeanu\(^{27}\). The chapter *Concerning Melchizedek* in *Palaea Historica* and *Sermon on Melchizedek* from the cycle (in the second edition of the cycle *Sermon on How Sarah Instructed Her Husband Abraham*) essentially address the same time and describe the same events in the life of Melchizedek and Abraham. It is doubtlessly a selection of events that are most interesting and important from the point of view of the plot and character development (at least on the Slavonic material).

Naturally, most of the versions of the figure of Melchizedek in Slavonic extra-biblical texts have their prototypes in Byzantine works, and it is in the context of the latter that they have been usually interpreted. For example, *The Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius of Patara* mentions that Melchizedek was supposedly born “from a dead mother” – Sophonim, who died shortly before giving birth\(^{28}\). This theme is probably inspired by *The Slavonic Book of Enoch*\(^{29}\) and found in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century East Slavonic copies\(^{30}\). Noah was said to hide the newborn baby for 40 days (again, a symbolic number) in an underground cave, protecting the boy from villains who wanted him dead. Having listened to Noah’s prayers, God sent an angel who took the child “to the earthly paradise” (or “the paradise of Eden”, as we read in *The Slavonic Book of Enoch*\(^{31}\), from where Melchizedek – now an adult – came down to a hermitage on Mount Tabor, where he met Abraham. In *The Apocalypse of Pseudo-Methodius* Melchizedek is the son of a priest called Nir, identified as the second son of Lamech, and the brother of Noah (while the Hebrew tradition associates Melchizedek – also known as Adoni-Sedeq – with Shem, ancestor of Abraham, whom, as his successor, he is believed to have taught his priestly duties\(^{32}\)). The genealogy of Melchizedek – found in different variants\(^{33}\)


\(^{29}\) И.Р. Тяпцевский, op. cit., p. 12.


– is in *Palaea Historica* reduced to the names of his father (Josedek or Osedek) and mother (Salim or Salima) and a mention that he was one of the “grandchildren of Nimrod”.

It is estimated that, despite some fairly significant differences (mainly structural, but also for example the presence of folkloric elements in the later variant), two editions of the Abraham cycle preserved in Slavonic manuscripts are derived from the same Greek source. Assuming that the theory of more than one Slavonic translation of *Palaea Historica* is true, can the two older ones (out of a total of three), written between the late 10th and early 13th century, be regarded as a single text? Certain parts, such as the anathemas against heretics present only in the second translation, suggest that the text was subject to revisions in the Byzantine period, which is reflected in the Slavonic translation. In the episodes featuring Abraham and Melchizedek found in the first two translations there are virtually no fragments which are identical (in terms of style, which in a way implies minor differences in content). The list of differences – lexical, grammatical and syntactic, stylistic, inversions, additions or omissions – is comprised of nearly one hundred items. Such significant differences are rather the result of individual skills and the specific characteristics of the literary and cultural (as well as linguistic or dialectal)...

---


36 These are the most similar phrases (from Palaea I and Palaea II respectively): χῦτα ἐπιλήφθη τῆς σκορπίας τῶν εὐαγγελίων τῆς ματρὸς σαρκὸς / къ родителѥмь нашимь и съчеташа бъгомъ... 

37 Selections from Palaea I and Palaea II respectively: ρέχεις μετὰ τῆς σκορπίας καὶ τοῦ παρθῆνα / и бѣше плачь и рыданїε много...
milieux of translators. These two translations of the Palaea are a singular example of syntactic synonymy as a way of diverse expression of specific content\textsuperscript{38}.

In Palaea Historica, most of Melchizedek's life was presented in the chapter about Melchizedek (Palaea I, p. 29: \textit{ѡ мелхисѣдецѣ}; Palaea II, f. 64v: \textit{ѡ мелхисѣдецѣ}), but he appears in other chapters as well: Concerning the Well of the Oath (Palaea I, p. 29: \textit{ѡ источнїцѣ клѧтвенѣмь}; Palaea II, f. 66v: \textit{ѡ стꙋдеⷩци клѣтьвꙿне}), where he tells Abraham to obey Sarah, who had asked her husband to beget offspring with the slave Hagar\textsuperscript{39}; Concerning Circumcision (Palaea I, p. 37: \textit{ѻ ѡбрѣзанїи}; Palaea II, f. 66v continuation of the chapter Concerning the Well of the Oath), where he performs the ritual and blesses the house of Abraham\textsuperscript{40}; in Concerning Lot (Palaea I, p. 39: \textit{ѡ лотѣ}; Palaea II, f. 68: \textit{ѡ лотѣ}), which refers to the story of enslavement by Chedorlaomer, rather closely corresponding with the episode in Gen 14,17–20\textsuperscript{41}.

This shows that, as far as the story of Melchizedek in both translations of the Palaea is concerned, the crucial difference is the segmentation of the text\textsuperscript{42}. What is more, in the second translation, the commentary on Christ (whom Melchizedek is believed to prefigure) is incorporated into the chapter Concerning Melchizedek (excluding the subtitle Concerning Christ from the first translation), but two passages

\textsuperscript{38} More on the specific character of the phenomenon, cf. А. Димитрова, Авторов и преводачески стил в старобългарската агиография, СЛ 45/46, 2012, p. 168 (the entire text on p. 165–171).

\textsuperscript{39} Palaea I, p. 36: и не хотѣаше авраамъ. дондеже шедъ къ мелхисєдекѹ. и изрече емѹ дѣло. рече емѹ мелхисєдекъ. сътвори по глѹ жены твоеѧ. азъ бо видѧ два людина ѿ тебе раждаѥма; Palaea II, f. 66v: и не хоташа авраамъ дондеже идеть кь мелхысєдекѹ. реⷱ кь нѥмѹ мелхысєдекъ. сьтвори глы жены твоѥе. аз бо вижⷣѹ сь всеми иже ѡ (!) тебѣ рожⷣенїихь. Episode present in the apocryphal cycle.

\textsuperscript{40} Palaea I, p. 37: реⷱ ем гль. […] ѡбрѣже ѹбо себе и мелхисєдека. и ты ѡбрѣжеши всѧко мѹжеско в домѹ си. […] и веде авраамъ всь домъ своїхь и блⷭви его мелхисєдекъ, понѥже гль рече є̇мѹ.

\textsuperscript{41} Palaea I, p. 40–41: и взыде мелхисєдекъ црь салимьскыи. въспоминартъ писанїе очьскаго селенїа, мелхисєдекова именованїа. рече салимскыи. изыдоⷯ въ срѣтенїе авраамѹ и изнеси ми хлѣбъ и вино. бѣаше же иереи ба вышнѧго. Сего ради плⷭмскы ѡ хѣ прⷪрчьствѹѧ сице реⷱ. Ты еси ереи в꙽ вѣкѹ по чинѹ мел꙽хисєдековꙋ. съ еⷭ мел꙽хисєдекъ безъѡченъ и безмтренъ, и безъроденъ. Тако и гь бъ наⷲ іс хс ни на нбсѣхъ имѣ мтри, ни на земли оца, и наречетсѧ безъѡченъ и безъмтренъ и безъроденъ. етеро же пакы. ты еси иереи в꙽ вѣкы по чинꙋ мелхисєдековꙋ. ꙗко же мелхисєдекъ хлѣⷠ и вино пожрѧше гѹ бѹ. тако и хсъ тѣла ради своего и крове хлѣбъ и вино дасть намъ. сице ѹбо в꙽ мелхисєдекѣ; Palaea II, f. 68: Изыде мелхысєдекъ цръ салимꙿскы. иже сказꙋеть сьмиренїа. изнеси ми хлѣбь и вино. ємѹ же поминаєть писанїе, своиства мелхысєдекъ и ть зоїмєнїство рекъ. бѣше же сщенꙿныкъ ба вышнꙗго. ѡ нѥм же реⷱ пѣⷭнꙿно пѣвць, ѡ хѣⷭ прⷪⷪрчьствꙋѥ. ты єси єреи по чинꙋ мелхысєдековꙋ. иже єⷭ безꙿ мтре, и бе 3 ѡца без рода, ꙗкоⷤ и хс. ни же на нбⷭи имѣꙗше мтри, ни же на земли ѡца  дрꙋгоє ѡти ты єси єреи по чинꙋ мелхисєдековꙋ. Зане ꙗкоже мелхысєдекь хлѣⷠ и вино пожреть бѹ такожде. и хс вь мѣсто тѣла и крьве своѥ хлѣбь и вино пожретъ, даⷭ намь вь мѣсто єго жрьтвѹ творити, исаиꙗ  мелхысєдекъ. This passage is also important because it repeats the agnomen of Melchizedek as “without father and mother”, and explains it, likening Melchizedek to Christ.

\textsuperscript{42} More on the differences in the segmentation of the Palaea text, cf. М.Н. Сперанский, Югославянские тексты “Исторической палеи” и русские ее тексты, [in:] idem, Из истории русско-славянских литературных связей, Москва 1960, p. 127 (on p. 104–147).
are the same in terms of content. Lexical and stylistic differences between the two translations do not indicate any significant differences in their Greek originals; it can even be concluded that the story of Melchizedek contained in each is in fact the same text, and includes the following events: a brief presentation of Melchizedek's family connections and him being sent by his father to obtain oxen for the sacrifice; Melchizedek reflecting on the true Creator of heaven and earth; his objection to the sacrifice to the gods and the threat of being sacrificed by his father; meeting with his brother and escaping the Mount of Olives; his fulfilled plea for the destruction of the heathens and their city; finally, departure for Mount Tabor, his forty year stay there and his meeting with Abraham. These events are described in a consistent chronological and causal order, and a careful reader may observe the process of shaping the character and personality of Melchizedek.

* * *

In the story of the King of Salem, it is particularly important to emphasize a fact pointed out by R. Zarzeczny: namely, that all sources consistently have Abraham and Melchizedek believe in the one God, based on their contemplation of the world. It should be noted, however, that there are far more structural similarities shared between the fate of Melchizedek and Abraham recorded in the apocryphal cycle (in both editions) – and to a lesser extent in Palaea Historica. Undoubtedly, some of them already existed in accounts (and texts) preceding the cycle and the Palaea. These similarities are manifested in the following episodes:

1. Origin. Fathers of both characters are pagans who “believe in idols.” Information about the “idolatry” of Melchizedek's father corresponds to the notion...
found in Sermon by Athanasius of Alexandria, according to which he was supposedly a “Hellene”, i.e. a heathen.  

2. Revelation. Abraham and Melchizedek experience a revelation concerning the one God the Creator, expressed in the characteristic reflection – confession. It is worth noting that in both cases, this event takes place at night, in poetically presented circumstances. The lyricism of the scene in the first translation of the Palaea has been pointed out by T. Jovanović. Both characters gain a new awareness as adolescents, but on the threshold of adult life – and it determines all of their subsequent actions.  

3. Both Abraham and Melchizedek attempt to persuade their fathers that the latter are wrong to keep their faith, and that the true God whom they should worship is the “creator of heaven and earth”. Opposing his father’s beliefs and/or ridiculing the driving force attributed to the idols, Abraham destroys them (by...
burning, crushing, or throwing them in mud), while Melchizedek refuses to carry out his father's command to bring oxen for the sacrifice\textsuperscript{50}.

4. As a result of objecting to his parents, Melchi is sentenced to death as a sacrifice to the deity Cronus, while Abraham's father raises his hand against him – after which both men face the tribulation of spiritual and physical journey: Abraham to the land of Canaan\textsuperscript{51}, Melchizedek escaping from his hometown to the Mount of Olives, then to Mount Tabor\textsuperscript{52}. It should be emphasized that the story of Abraham in the Palaea is different, as Nahor seems to understand his son's conviction to abandon polytheism, and even expresses disappointment in his own faith\textsuperscript{53}.

5. Melchizedek, like Abraham, has his greatness foretold: according to Gen 22,17, Abraham's offspring will be as numerous “as the stars of heaven and as the sand on the seashore”, while Melchizedek is told: \textit{прьваго прьрка нарьжь ть гь} (cycle I, p. 72; cycle II, p. 408: \textit{ти къзьдоконь мьон нарьжьши сь. огь прьрстол вишнаго прьвь прьрка прьдьстоньни}). One may suspect that the word of the Lord to Abraham in Gen 15,5 (\textit{look at the sky and count the stars, if thou be able to number them so shall your offspring}), shortly after meeting with Melchizedek and after the defeat of Chedorlaomer, were used in the “pseudo-canonical” nocturnal reflection on the nature of the Creator\textsuperscript{54}. Both, moreover, in the Palaea and in the cycle, God is repeatedly referred to as “the Creator of heaven and earth, sun, moon and stars”.

6. Both characters are witness – although in different circumstances – to a theophany or angelophany. Melchizedek hears “а voice speaking from heaven”, promising him a future as a prophet\textsuperscript{55}. According to the Palaea, God tells Abraham

\textsuperscript{50} Presentation of the family home of the two protagonists as pagan and independent life from the moment of entrustment to the one God fits into the concept of “the evil” and “the good” (sacred and profane) in some interpretations of Vita as a genre, cf. L. Suchanek, \textit{Модель жанра и его индивидуальная реализация на примере агиографии}, [in:] \textit{Gattungen und Genologie der slavisch-orthodoxen Literaturen des Mittelalters (Dritte Berliner Fachtagung 1988)}, ed. K.-D. Seemann, Wiesbaden 1988, p. 259–267.

\textsuperscript{51} Cycle I, p. 71: \textit{тогда шььт его крьжь нь на. абралььъ зьййдь кьзваньдь тьоо сконьн, и посльдкова въ земьло реклюмо хьлдд}; cycle II, p. 406: \textit{тогда шить его крьжь нь вь нь нько да закольт его. кьстань и нои въ земьло хьлддкокуо}.

\textsuperscript{52} Palaea I, pp. 30, 32: \textit{мьлкьн идѧше въ галилею… и кьстань иди на талинськую гору}; Palaea II, ff. 65, 65v: \textit{мьлкьн ежи нькожо слыша сьд; вьйдь въ галилею… и кьстань вьйдь въ фаворскую горь}; cycle I, p. 72, 73: \textit{мьлкьн вьйдь въ галилею… оступес бъ небеснаго и вьйдь въ горь такорскую}.

\textsuperscript{53} Palaea I, p. 22–23: \textit{ъць же его реь к ньмоу. чадо, ты въси нько сьстарихся, и ащит твъл скончалась, и будуть тьон скнинь съжкънъ бад. вса оупонхь сьстарости льмь на та кьзьдоконьшась. вса бьже тьи рь, похь сьткокорь, бьже крьстькоканькь илоо, и оутгьдла прь ни тьора. да не прькышется чадо льмь, и посльдкстьовщи бьзльвъ хьр' ньлыкь. нькожа азь посльдкстьовьсь, нькожа посльдкстьовьсь; Palaea II, f. 62v: \textit{ъць же его рь вь ньмоу. чадо, ты въси нько сьстарих си. и ащит твъл скончалась, и тьон скнинь съжкънъ бад. вса нахьдьла сьстарости льмь е. ты же аще шьркьбь еси бад, похьры илоо и почти его, и оутгьдла блоо прьк ньгь сьткокорь. и да не прькышется си чадо льмь и посльдкстьовщи бьзльв соуентьнись, нькожа азь посльдкстьовьсь, нькожа же поалъшь шьркьтсь}.

\textsuperscript{54} Cycle I, p. 70: и вьйдь льккдьдь н(а) нькись. и вса елян. разълиши на ойн ивоинь. и рь о клян чидъ клян есть вь сьткокоры ньбо и земьло. и кьтворунь вь кь. и вь ликь. вь дкьнье си же вьйдь дьл и клян есть вь сьткокоры ньбо ксилнолуо}.

\textsuperscript{55} Cycle I, p. 72: \textit{мьлкьн, мьлкьн, рь се азь гьн. рь елоо твьрь ньвоу и земьло поконъ. ть въйць и прьваго прьрка нарьжь ть гь} “; cycle II, p. 408: „и оступись гьлд съ ньбо кь мньк глооць”.
to leave his father and his native land\textsuperscript{56}; according to the cycle, Abraham talks to archangel Uriel accompanying him to the "land of the Chaldeans"\textsuperscript{57}.

Abraham is sent by the Lord to find Melchizedek on Mount Tabor. Importantly, it is a condition for receiving a blessing\textsuperscript{58}.

7. At some point in their lives, both men are confronted with the horror of human sacrifice: the old king of Salem intends to sacrifice one of his sons (and many children of his nobles) to a deity on whose support he is counting in the planned battle\textsuperscript{59}; Abraham is tested by God the Creator\textsuperscript{60}.

In both cases, however, there is ultimately no sacrifice: at Melchizdek's request, the city of Salim is destroyed (before the slaughter of children), which is preceded by a prayer, which is also a confession of faith. In the cycle (cycle I, p. 73) Melchi prays: живь бъь сьтворивы ньбо и земля. и всь вьселенъю ѳслыши мьлитувѹ мою вь сии чѣⷭь, while in the Palaea, this address is expanded: ты еси богъ сътворивыи ньбо, слѫнце же и лѫнъ и звѣзды. мнѧщи ми ꙗко болша тебе нѣⷭь паче всѣⷯ бъ. ꙗко дѣла твоа ꙗвлѧють силѹ твою.

\textsuperscript{56} Palaea I, p. 22: Видивъ же гь бъ хотѣнїе авраамovo, ꙗко тъ единъ възлюби бъѥ другъ быти, и миꙗша еси гь гѣла сиꙗ. Изъди ¢ зиꙗла сътворива и зъ родъ съвого, и гради к зиꙗла южи ти поꙗлъысть, и тало ѳаклъытисꙗ.; Palaea II, f. 62v: видис же гь сътворивы абрамово. гь тъ полюсы дѣ sharedApplicationь бѫї бытї, киꙗ си елоу ¢глѣвꙗво гꙗн нызди ¢ зиꙗла твємо, и ¢ зоꙗния твєго, и ¢ долѹо љїца твєго.

\textsuperscript{57} Cycle I, p. 71: тѳ̀да придиꙗ璨ꙗлꙗ сѫриꙗ и бѫꙗ гь ѓакъ ёдњь (!) ѓептꙗи; cycle II, p. 406: и киꙗ лѹо си архагълꙗ сѫриꙗ, ѓакъ ёдинꙗн ѓептꙗи. ѓапѡєдꙗꙗгꙗєсꙗ љєносꙗи. и ѓћи къ неꙗло.

\textsuperscript{59} Palaea II, ff. 65, 65v: ѿць его вꙗнꙗє кь црꙗци салꙗмь. и реⷱь кь тꙗи се. гꙗже хотєхꙗу пꙗжꙗти. и бꙗєша плачꙗ и рыдꙗгꙗє много всꙗлꙗмь бꙋша бо всꙗлꙗ дꙗтꙗ числомь.

\textsuperscript{61} Cycle I, p. 77: и гь къ абрамово, ѕєєї сїа сътворивы нєда, и дѫколꙗ тєґо. и сѫкровꙗ жꙗрꙗтꙋю бꙗꙗ ¢меꙗелꙋо; cycle II, p. 410–411: придиꙗ璨ꙗлꙗ кꙗ абрамꙗ и тꙗ сꙗлꙗє гꙗн гь. ѓиꙗ љєносꙗи ли абрамꙗ дѫколꙗ сїа сътворивы нєда и сѫкровꙗ лꙗчꙗ жꙗрꙗтꙋ.
The sacrifice of Isaac is changed to an animal sacrifice at the critical moment.  
8. The meeting of the two characters after Melchizedek's forty years' seclusion is a culmination of sorts and a turning point in the fate of the two heroes, which gives them a new sense of dignity: their mutual blessing binds them together. One can see it as a kind of interdependence and shared responsibility, as both are acting as decurions for their goods; they take care of each other: Abraham, upon God's command, finds the hermit Melchizedek, and the latter blesses the two sons of the patriarch at the right time. This may be an echo of the Hebrew tradition preaching that Melchizedek is an ancestor of Abraham, and as such, he is therefore higher in the ancestral hierarchy; announcing the birth of the descendants of Abraham, he also performs a triple function: that of a king, priest, and prophet.

9. Changing the names of the characters entails a change in their social condition and their relationship with the Creator (after they are given “tasks” to complete). The king and the priest initially is known (in the Palaea) under the name ‘Melchi’, only to be renamed ‘Melchizedek’ without any comment, in the final stage of the story, after his meeting with Abraham. The text of the Palaea gives two interpretations of the change of Abraham's name. The first one seems to correspond to the biblical account, according to the second it is Melchizedek who gives Abraham his new name.

The fragments of texts presented above show a number of similarities in the structure of both characters and simultaneously prove the linguistic and stylistic multiplicity of ways in which the same message is expressed. The figure of Abraham was probably created and sanctioned by (literary) tradition earlier than that of Melchizedek; in any event, extra-biblical texts dedicated to him are to a greater extent shorter and more concise than those about him.
extent based on the themes and motifs of the Old Testament than is the case with Melchizedek. In the opinion of R. Zarzeczny, the image of Melchizedek is based on themes attributed to Abraham according to the Jewish tradition, and the text can be a Christian reworking of the apocryphal story of the conversion of the patriarch⁶⁷. This is confirmed in the Slavonic material. Pierluigi Piovanelli draws attention to an important change introduced by the author of Palaea Historica in the biblical account of Athanasius of Alexandria, according to which Melchizedek [...] , king of Salem brought out bread and wine (Gen 14,18), which is to supposed to anticipate both the bloodless sacrifice and the role of Melchizedek as a prototype of a Christian priest⁶⁸. It should be noted, however, that Abraham bringing gifts for Melchizedek to Mount Tabor during their first meeting (which makes Abraham an “active” character, one of primary importance in this the episode) is essentially a modification of the episode taking place (in Gen) after the battle with Chedorlaomer and, additionally, moves it in time! At the same time the chapter Concerning Lot replicates the details of the meeting of the holy men from Genesis. These two passages indicate a reciprocity of the two heroes, regarding Abraham and Melchizedek as equals in their functions as patriarchs.

In addition, the beginning of the chapter Concerning Melchizedek (from the Palaea) is surprising. In the first sentence, he is called “one having no parents”⁶⁹, and in the second one none other but his mother and father are mentioned by name, along with their participation in the life of their already adult son. This inconsistency does not seem to bother the author of the Palaea (the Slavonic translator follows the original to the letter), nor does it prompt him to comment on other variants of the story of the king-priest, where his “having no parents” would be explained. What is more, it may have been the result of compiling various textual traditions.

In the “independent” narratives of the Abraham cycle which have their own titles, Melchizedek is the eponymous character only in the first edition (he also appears in the episodes on the announcement of the birth of, as well as the one blessing first Isaac, in Sermon on the Trinity (Отроконовцій араламе. слово свіне тровіц) and then Ishmael, in Sermon on How Sarah Instructed Her Husband Abraham (Блоко како сарьра суть аралама); he is also presented in the same situations in the Palaea). The focus – emphasised in the title – of each part of the cycle (as well as chapters of the Palaea) on the chosen hero makes it possible to look at him closely, slow down the pace of the narrative, and make use of such detail (often absent in the Scripture).

⁶⁹ Palaea I, p. 29: си мелхиседекъ наречеться безътвѣчень и безътвѣтнѣ, и безродень, подвѣласѧ сиу ёпѣу бѣйно; Palaea II, f. 64v: си мелхиседекъ гдѣ гиєу мѣтру и безъ ёпѣу, и гиєу рѣду пѣнѣу эпѣу бѣйно бѣа.
In the second edition of the cycle, the story of Melchizedek is part of the text devoted to Sarah (Слово како учаша сарра абрама моужа своге), which makes him a hero of seemingly secondary importance, especially since the text opens with Sarah’s statement about the necessity of Abraham having offspring by the slave Hagar, Abraham’s objection is a direct cause of confrontation with the authority of Melchizedek, and the last sentence of the text refers to Abraham’s obedience to the advice of his wife and Melchizedek as well as the birth of Ishmael. Nevertheless, the way in which information regarding Melchizedek is presented is rather noteworthy. Instructed by an angel, Abraham goes to Mount Tabor, where he fulfills the orders received (bringing Melchizedek bread and wine, cutting his hair and nails). It is only at that point that we learn, from Melchizedek himself, his story, told to Abraham using direct speech (here and below cited after: cycle II, p. 408: абрамь ре повѣждь ми брать в кое земле зде пришьси. и како ли е твое пришьшене зде. пророкь ре твърд лион екше црьк в къ иерусалим… until the words и тог прѣкъх льт). Such a structure is skillfully employed – avoiding disruption of the narrative of Sarah and Abraham with digression about a character yet to appear, therefore not disturbing the chronology of events – when it is difficult, given the lack of an independent section devoted to the character, to present these two themes that are almost parallel. The use of such a procedure is interesting for yet another reason: the literary Melchizedek creates his own “autobiography”, so the author of edition II of the cycle places the story within the story (Melchizedek’s “autobiography” within the narrative of Abraham going to Mount Tabor).

In his autobiographical account, the prophet describes in detail the events of his youth: the necessity to offer a sacrifice to pagan gods, the voice from the sky which caused his conversion, the feud with his father about their respective faiths, the prospect of being sacrificed, intervention by his mother, who sends another son to inform him of his father’s sinister plans, the stay против града, на местѣ рекоме маслина, the destruction of his father and the city, finally leaving for Mount Tabor and his forty year stay there. The only jarring element in Melchizedek account is

---

70 Especially in the context of the low frequency of the autobiographical genre in the Old Testament: От този жанр в старозаветните текстове има само следи. […] Те показват, че жанрът все пак е познат. В древната египетска литература е известна творбата „Повест на Синухе/м/“, в която под форма на автобиография на египетски сановник се разказва за живота в Ретену (египетското название за Южен Ханаан). Не би могло да има съмнение, че подобни творби са били известни сред образованиите кръгове в Израил, а чрез тях творбите поне отчасти са давали отзвук и като модел за подражание в по-широк обществен кръг. […] В една автобиография и в автобиографични бележки може да се очаква личните спомени да са били пречупени през призмата на автобиографаسبوعнноно, което го е възнувало и към което се е стремил в живота и в служението си. Затова някои събития и характеристики на лица могат да бъдат описани бедо, други – пълнокръвно, а трети изобщо да са изпуснати, понеже са били смутени за маловажни. […] Примери. 1) Йер. 1:1–10 – призоваването на пророка, с някои автобиографични данни. 2) Йез. 1:1–3 – призоваването на пророка. 3) Ам. 7:10–17 – за разногласията между във Ветил, cited after: Н. ШИВАРОВ, Херменевтика на Стария завет, София 2009, р. 70–71.

71 On the inadequacy of the figure of “hagiographer–hero”, cf. e.g.: В. ГРУДКОВ, Житие на българския Антихрист, София 2010, р. 19–20.
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the phrase църь имаше в сна седекь а други мелхи, which gives the impression that the author of cycle II inserted it mechanically from some narrative of Melchizedek in the third person singular.

It is also worthwhile to look at the history of Melchizedek – in the Palaea and the cycle – as a possible “prototype” or a particular variant of a vita. The text of the Prologue for 22 May focuses on two closely related events in the life of the hero: his realization of the true God the Creator when he is sent by his father for oxen to be sacrificed to pagan gods and after his escape to Mount Tabor, meeting with Abraham and blessing him. Both of these events are found in the cycle and the Palaea, which, given their focus on the content of the biblical narrative, can be considered to be description of the lives (vitae) of holy men and thus “hagiographic”: they emphasize the function of Melchizedek as an intransigent “priest of God Most High”, and that every single one of Abraham’s actions – leaving his father, travelling with his family to new places of residence, meeting unusual travelers under the oak of Mamre, sacrificing his son, covenant with God, even punishing the sinner Lot – is motivated by his obedience to God’s will or his attempts to ascertain God’s will. This in turn can be considered as a quality of the “man of God”, idealized for the purpose of the text showing the right way of conduct (and therefore a vita). If, in the so-called apocryphal vitae, the rhetoric and panegyric elements are minimised; the narrative beginning dominates (the whole narrative being in the third person singular); the story is constructed on the basis of the accumulation of events and dialogues; there are many characters and details; and the vitae are short texts presenting a certain problem, event, or idea; then the stories of Melchizedek and Abraham from the cycle and the Palaea meet these characteristics of the genre! Narratives in the Palaea and the cycle provide excellent material for the hagiography of both characters (both indeed have liturgical memorials and Prologue vitae texts separate from other Forefathers), especially if we assume that genre boundaries should not be viewed as immutable, but quite to the contrary as historically mobile and changeable. All chapters of the Palaea in which Melchizedek appears

72 The text of the prologue begins with quoting the genealogy of Melchizedek as a descendant of Ham, the son of the “king of the land of Palestine” Melchil and ends with giving the age of the prophet-priest at the time of his death (128 years), cf.: В той же день память в святых отца нашего Мелхиседека (из Румянцевского пролога XV–XVI в., № 521), [in:] А.Н. Пыпин, op. cit., p. 21.


75 В. Иzmирлиева, Една гледна точка към понятието „жанр“ в старобългаристиката, СЛ 25/26, 1991, p. 35 (the entire text on p. 29–37). Valentina Izmirlieva joins the quoted discussion on the text and genre; she proposes to consider the genre as a set of characteristics within the text. Noteworthy is the concept according to which the agent supposedly binding the genre and the functional implementation of the text was its potential for inclusion in certain communication situations. For more on this subject see also two volumes of materials devoted to the problem of

contain material depicting the hero’s entire life. The only time of Melchizedek’s life not included in the Palaea and the cycle is his death – which is also an important component of the vita. A similar case is known, moreover, in medieval literature (Byzantine, and therefore Slavonic). The so-called Lives of the Prophets, the Greek codification of which is attributed to Epiphanius of Cyprus, are probably based on Hebrew legends and were incorporated into the biblical canon as introductions to the Old Testament books of the prophets. Brief commentaries about the prophets containing a bio- or hagiographic element were treated as vitae. This was the case, for example, with the life (vita) of prophet Jeremiah, whose Old Bulgarian translation was included in books for liturgical use (patericons, prologues, and Menaion of Metropolitan Macarius). The story of Melchizedek included in the Prologue is not, of course, the same text as the one in the Palaea or the cycle, but has (extra-biblical) elements in common with them. Such sanctioning of extra-biblical material is moreover a relatively commonplace procedure (one could mention the reading of the so-called Apocrypha on the days of the liturgical memorials). We can therefore probably assume that the narratives of Abraham and Melchizedek could have been treated as elements of their hagiography or even “para-vitae”. The stories of Melchizedek and Abraham are different, representing different types of heroes: in the light of traditionally regarded types of holiness Abraham would be the father of the nation, a “holy man”, while Melchizedek a “priest” commanding full authority, and the edition of the “original text” indicated above, in the chapter about Melchizedek further changes balance in favor of Abraham. However, the “points of contact” and “turning points” in their fates provide grounds to see the two characters almost as adventure heroes. Certain qualities can be noticed in


76 Cf. L. Suchanek, op. cit. His death is recorded in the prologue vita.
77 Cf. Г. Минчев, Пророк Иеремия и змиите. Книжовни измерения на фолклорната обредност, [in:] От Чествния пояс на Богородица до коланчето за рожба. Изследвания по изкуствознание и културна антропология в чест на проф. Елка Бакалова, ed. М. Савова, Б. Пенкова, И. Станова, М. Иванова, София 2010, p. 100–113.
79 More about the properties of narrative genres in Old Bulgarian literature (based on Alexander romance, Barlaam and Joasaph, Stephanite and Ichnilat, Tales of Solomon and Kitovras, Tale of princess Persika and selected narratives on miracles) see in: М. Йонова, Жанрови проблеми и особенности на старобългарската белетристика, СЛ 19, 1986, p. 90–100.
the way the characters are presented: reminiscent not so much of *martyria* (as a prefiguration of *vitae*), but of episodes and anecdotes that constitute the material for ancient biographies.\(^{80}\)

Also noteworthy is the organization of content in these two texts: the Palaea and the apocryphal cycle. Both disrupt the chronology of the Bible (in the Palaea, the section *Concerning Lot* which describes the enslavement of Lot by Chedorlaomer, as a result of which Abraham meets Melchizedek, was included in the chapters *Concerning Abraham* and *Concerning Melchizedek*), both are also divided into smaller fragments associated with specific characters, with separate titles, which – apart from improving the orientation within the text – serves as a method of systematization of events concerning individual characters.\(^{81}\)

The approach to time is an important and interesting element of the structure of the texts. The chapter *Concerning Melchizedek* (from the Palaea) consistently maintains the chronology of events, operating the scene or retardation at the same time. For example, Queen Salima orders her elder son to inform the younger one of impending danger. In the next sentence, Melchizedek responds to the information he has heard; the author of the text skips Sedek’s journey and his conversation with his brother – since apparently neither contributes to the sequence of events – immediately describing the results. A similar “jump” can be observed in the later fate of Melchizedek: one sentence states that he went to Mount Tabor for forty years, and – evidently after these forty years of hermit life – he met with Abraham who had been sent to him (cycle I, p. 73: и княжил в горе таборской. и ви ту же, ль не пропоредки к чюю). It should be noted that in the chapter *Concerning Melchizedek* dialogue is an important element, as it both advances the plot and makes the narrative interesting. Thus, contained here are some key dialogues: Melchi with his father, Queen Salima with her eldest son, and finally Melchizedek with Abraham. Aside from dialogues also present in the Palaea are vivid depictions of events (for example the last meeting of the king’s sons before the destruction of the city).

The lack of chronological order in edition I of the cycle (for example, *Homily on the Trinity*, announcing the birth of Isaac, comes after *Homily On Sarah* and *Homily on Isaac*, where that very Isaac is born, and even lives as an adult) suggests that the stories functioned independently of each other, since keeping chronology is not a priority. In this case, the repetition of content in different texts of the cycle

---


\(^{81}\) Similar headlines (titles) are found in manuscript copies of the Bible from a later period, v. remarks on the so-called Bible of Pšina in: Г. Минчев, *Писаная Библия первой половины XVI в. – малоизвестная южнославянская рукопись, содержащая перевод Восемнадцатой*, [in:] Священное писание как фактор языкового и литературного развития..., p. 223–240.
would constitute the “context” for other events being referred to in the narrative for the first time: part of the cycle, rather than the more extensive chapters of the Palaea which are arranged in a tale of adventure clearly indicating a model of conduct or moral teaching\textsuperscript{82}. All this seems to confirm the validity of the theory proclaiming that the cycle was independent from the Palaea, emphasizing the alleged use of the former as one of the sources for the latter\textsuperscript{83}.

The biblical elements are present in varying degrees in the cycle and the Palaea: the story of the youth of Melchizedek, details of his meeting with Abraham on Mount Tabor, and his commitment to the family life of the patriarch, are an accompaniment and commentary, and not a distortion of the official account, while at the same time they facilitate its perception\textsuperscript{84}. After all, according to P. Piovanelli, \textit{The Story of Melchizedek} (which highlights Melchizedek’s priesthood and his offering gifts as the most important element) by Athanasius was used – after appropriate alterations, including Abraham as the one making the offering – as the source of the relevant passage in the Palaea\textsuperscript{85}. As a result, the Palaea, as regards the story of Melchizedek, contains content of character both “biblical and canonical” (Melchizedek, as the prototype of a priest, making an offering in the Chapter \textit{Chedorlaomer / Χλεόρλαμος}) – and “extra-biblical” (as in the cycle: the youth of Melchizedek, instructing Abraham to follow Sarah’s advice and sire offspring by Hagar, blessing the sons of Abraham – those present in the \textit{Homily} of Athanasius were also sanctioned by the liturgy to be read on the liturgical memorial

\textsuperscript{82} Cf.: Така съчиненията, останали извън канона, притежават за българските книжовници същото достойнство и значение – като учителната християнска литература, cited after: А. Милтенова, А. Ангушева, Апокрифи, [in:] История на българската средновековна литература, ed. А. Милтенова, София 2008, p. 214.

\textsuperscript{83} Scholars proclaiming the independent character of the cycle include Michail Speranskij (cf. М.Н. Сперанский, Югославянские тексты Исторической палеи и русские ее тексты, [in:] История русско-славянских литературных связей, Москва 1960, p. 115–116) and Vladimir Istrin (cf. В.М. Истрин, Замечания о составе Толковой палеи, ИОРЯС 2, 1897, p. 189–200) in opposition to the earlier work of E. Turdeanu, who argued that the cycle was used instead of the Palaea (cf. E. Turdeanu, \textit{La Palaea}…; cf. also: A. Miltenova, \textit{The Apocryphal Series about Abraham}…; eadem, Апокрифи за Авраам, [in:] Старобългарска литература. Енциклопедичен речник, coll. et ed. Д. Петканова, Велико Търново 2003, p. 41).

\textsuperscript{84} Cf.: Неофициалният характер на апокрифните легенди, както и изобицата на апокрифната литература, се отразява върху тяхната поетика и стилистика. Те са значително по-близо до народното мислене и до характера на фолклорното повествование. Често пъти тази близост е вторична, резултат е от битуването на библейската легенда на неофициално ниво, cited after: КР. Станчев, Стилистика и жанрове на старобългарската литература, София 1985, p. 92.

\textsuperscript{85} The Story of Melchizedek, written in Greek and attributed to Athanasius, patriarch of Alexandria (ca. 295–373 C.E.), is an extremely popular work from late antiquity that provides a short account of the origins and early life of the otherwise elusive priest-king of Salem prior to his meeting with Abraham (Gen 14,18–20) […] , translated into all of the languages of the Christian Orient (Coptic, Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic, Armenian, Georgian, Slavonic, and Romanian) and incorporated in a slightly different form into the Greek \textit{Palaea Historica}, a ninth-century compendium of biblical history from Adam to David which was also translated into Slavonic and Romanian, cited after: P. Piovanelli, op. cit., p. 64.
on 22 May). Such a process, called “(secondary) liturgization” of pseudo-canonical themes, affected stories known in numerous variations; the best-known include the story of King Abgar, who wrote a letter to Christ (and received a reply), and the fight of Archangel Michael against Satanael, which is the basis of the feast of Sobor (assemblage) of Archangel Michael and all the Bodiless Powers of Heaven. Therefore, it seems more appropriate to use for both these texts (i.e. the Palaea and the apocryphal cycle) the term “parabiblical literature”, rather than “apocryphal”, “non-canonical” or “extracanonical”. Parabiblical literature emphasizes events that seem interesting from the point of view of the story, which can be seen very clearly in the Palaea and the cycle.

Selected works devoted to Melchizedek also confirm that the characteristics of the genre determine the narrative. For example, in the text of the Prologue on 22 May the dominating feature is a “prediction” or a kind of summary, while in the Palaea and the cycle the main narrative mode is an exchange of rejoinders between the characters that adds drama to the story, but embedded within the narrative and interleaved and supplemented with description.

Conclusion. The most important reflection upon reading the story of Melchizedek in Palaea Historica and the so-called apocryphal cycle is that char-

---


87 On the term cf. A. Lange, U. Mittmann-Richert, Annotated List of the Texts from the Judaean Desert Classified by the Content and Genre, DJD 39, 2002, p. 117 (the entire text on p. 115–121).

88 That special status of “parabiblical” stories which could include the Palaea and parts of the cycle, sanctions an observation that supposedly “Paрабиблейската литература’ (извън библейския корпус) векове неред притежава не по-малък авторитет от каноничните текстове. Въпреки препоръчителните списъци и решенията на църковните събори (които са се превеждали от гръцки и са се преписвали за една доста ограничена аудитория), „апокрифната книжина“ в България е изключително популярна, cited after: А. Миттенова, А. Антушиева, op. cit., p. 217.

89 Ясно е, че сюжетната разработка предполага много по-голям обем на повествованието, cf. K. Станчев, op. cit., p. 86.

90 In the text of the prologue, there are three instances of the use of direct speech: the profession of faith of Melchizedek: тому было лѣпо принести жертву, иже небеса створи и на нихъ почиваеть; his assessment of his father’s pagan beliefs: воскую, отче, приносиши жертву болваномъ, лѣпо ти бы въздати небесному Богу?; a promise given by the pagan king Melchil to his wife to sacrifice one of his sons: не мни, яко хощу гнѣвом убити его, нъ мещивѣ сребьи, да аще падеть мне, и заколю свою азъ, cited after: B той же день память в святых отца нашего Мелхиседека…, p. 21.
acters in these texts are more defined than in the Old Testament. This results directly from the structure of these parabiblical works: division into chapters (in the Palaea) or separate parts (in the cycle), focusing on a character or event. Such structure corresponds with a more extensive development of causality (than in the Bible), resulting in an impression that one is following the heroes’ “adventures”. Additional material concerning individual characters found in chapters or parts of the cycle where they are not mentioned in the title is also noteworthy – complementing the main narrative, though sometimes inconsistent, or even contrary to previously presented content. Such inconsistency may indicate a mosaic nature of parabiblical works, being, after all, essentially based on the Old Testament. Conflict of content could indeed be overlooked, if the cycle or the Palaea were read in fragments, focusing on selected themes; it is noticeable only when the characters’ story is seen as a whole, or if one looks to biblical hypertext for references.

Secondly, the conclusions from reading these parabiblical texts (such as Palaea Historica and the cycle) provide grounds to seek a prefiguration of vitae (Old Testament). The history of Melchizedek (and Abraham) contained therein reflects the parallel story found in the Bible, while the extra-biblical elements serve as “inspiration”; they attract the attention and interest of the reader/listener, becoming embedded in one’s memory. While they retain the essential character of the biblical narrative (a story in the third person singular, with quoted dialogue/direct speech), there are also some departures from it. From a formal point of view, the most interesting phenomenon is the presence – in the second edition of the cycle – of the form of an autobiography (in Melchizedek’s monologue), virtually absent in the Old Testament. It is relatively easy to explain why the “parabiblical” Melchizedek is a figure based to a lesser extent on the Old Testament model. The fairly accurate description of the life of Abraham in Genesis opens (in his biography) only a few places that can be filled in with extra- or non-biblical details; in the case of the king-priest, the Palaea and the cycle – using material preserved in early Christian narratives – add information about several decades of life until the first meeting with Abraham (regardless of whether it is moved to the top of Mount Tabor and other circumstances) and several later episodes. What is more, the story of Melchizedek in the Palaea is essentially a complete (from pointing the parents until the age of maturity) biography (vita). In this way, Melchizedek of the Palaea ceases to be a hero “out of nowhere” and is firmly rooted in the Biblical realities – genological, topographical, and temporal. On the story of Melchizedek, it is clear that the Palaea serves as a summary, but also a commentary on the Old Testament.

Finally, it is worth returning to the question of utility and functional value of texts\(^\text{91}\). The Palaea – unlike medieval chronicles, which also start with the descen-

---

\(^{91}\) There is not enough space here to describe in detail the functionality of the text – both the story of Melchizedek (and Abraham), and the Palaea as such. Suffice it to mention that regarding the relationship between the function of a medieval literary text in terms of genre there are two opposing views prevailing, see for example В. ИЗМИРЛИЕВА, *op. cit.*, work cited by her: N. INGHAM, *Genre-
Abstract. The article analyses the story of the prophet-king Melchizedek (mentioned in Gen 14,17–20, Ps 110,4 and three passages in Heb: 5,6–10, 6,20, 7,1–17), recorded in Slavonic historical texts: the first and second translation of Palaea Historica, and the first and second edition of the so-called apocryphal cycle of Abraham (in which there are several references to Melchizedek). Compared to the scarce information about Melchizedek from the Old and New Testament, stories of extra-biblical origin communicate a significant amount of detail concerning the king-priest, comprising a description of nearly all of his life. Comparison of key episodes in the life of Melchizedek and Abraham (such as origin, revelation, conflict with their pagan parent, leaving home and journey, promise of greatness given by God, testimony or theophany or angelophany, experience of human sacrifice, a change of name) in the Palaea and the cycle confirms – based on the Slavonic material – analogies in the construction of the two protagonists. Both accounts – in the Palaea and the cycle – make the characters more “full-blooded” than in the Bible. The story of Melchizedek presented in the Palaea is characterised by fragmentation (being contained in four chapters), and disrupts chronological order to a small degree, emphasising cause-and-effect relationships, while at the same time it can be considered as a prototype or a singular variant of Vitae; the structure and selection of content of the bio- or hagiographic story meet the characteristics of the genre.
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dants of Shem, Ham and Japheth, if not creation itself – does not lead the reader up to its time (i.e. the ninth century, when, according to most scholars, it was written). It can be concluded that, as a parabiblical story (subtly “alternative” to the Old Testament due to the extra-biblical material) it completes and orders the official message. The “extrabiblical” Melchizedek becomes a distinctive figure in the history of the chosen people and the history of salvation.

Translated by Katarzyna Gucio